
Characters D6 / Colonel Anj Zavor (Human Rebel Officer)

Name: Colonel Anj Zavor

Homeworld: Majoros

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Hair color: Gray

Eye color: Brown

Skin color: Light

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D+1

         Blaster: 4D+2

         Dodge: 5D

         Brawling Parry: 4D+1

PERCEPTION: 3D+2

         Command: 6D

         Bargain: 7D+2

         Persuasion: 6D+2

         Search: 6D

KNOWLEDGE: 3D+2

         Alien Species: 5D+1

         Bureaucracy: 7D

         Business: 8D

         Cultures: 5D+2

         Languages: 6D

         Tactics: 5D+1

         Tactics; Fleets: 6D+1

         Willpower: 5D+1

STRENGTH: 2D+2

         Brawling: 4D+2

MECHANICAL: 2D+2

         Astrogation: 5D

         Capital Ship Piloting: 6D

         Capital Ship Gunnery: 5D+2

         Communications: 5D+1

         Repulsorlift Operation: 4D+2

         Space Transports: 4D

TECHNICAL: 2D+1

         Capital Ship Repair: 4D

         Computer Programming/Repair: 5D+1

         Droid Programming/Repair: 4D+1



         Security: 6D

EQUIPMENT

         Credits: 1500, Blaster Pistol 4D, Rebel Uniform, Commlink, Datapad

FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS 2

DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 5

Description: Colonel Anj Zavor was a human male who served in Fleet Command for the Alliance to

Restore the Republic. He provided a report to Commander Mon Mothma on the militarization of Mon

Calamari city-ships in the Telaris cometary cloud and the capture of a Quasar Fire-class cruiser-carrier

that had occurred in 3 BBY. Zavor then became liaison between Admiral Raddus, head of the Alliance

Fleet, and the rebels based in the Great Temple on the moon Yavin 4.

In 0 BBY, he attended a meeting in the temple where Alliance High Command discussed the possibility of

stealing the plans to the Imperial Death Star superweapon but ultimately decided against it. After a rogue

squad of rebels set out to steal the plans anyway, Raddus led a fleet to support them. Zavor then kept a

line of communication open between Yavin 4 and Raddus during the ensuing Battle of Scarif. Raddus

perished during the battle, but the successful acquisition of the plans allowed the Alliance to destroy the

Death Star at the Battle of Yavin, after which Zavor attended an award ceremony for the victors.

Biography

Liason to Raddus

Anj Zavor was a human male from Majoros who served as a colonel in Fleet Command for the navy of

the Alliance to Restore the Republic. He sent a message to Commander Mon Mothma, head of the

Alliance, informing her that the Rebellion had finished converting Mon Calamari city-ships to war

production facilities in the Telaris cometary cloud. The officer noted that the MC75 Star Cruiser Profundity

would be the first cruiser to be combat-ready at the stardocks and, in an addendum, he mentioned the

Quasar Fire-class cruiser carrier that had been acquired by Commander Hera Syndulla in the Ryloth

system in 3 BBY. Zavor provided details on the carrier model and suggested that they could fill an escort

carrier role if more could be acquired.

Zavor later became liaison between the rebel forces of Massassi Group, who were based at the rebel

headquarters in the Great Temple of the moon Yavin 4, and Admiral Raddus, commander of the

Profundity and the Alliance Fleet. Zavor kept a channel of communication open between Yavin 4 and the

admiral, who was constantly mobile. Zavor was also a member of Alliance High Command and was listed

as Raddus's liaison in a list of the command members on a classified intelligence document titled Form

#49021804-REB, which, along with Zavor's message to Mothma, was included in the collection of

documents that became known as The Rebel Files.

Prelude to Scarif

In 0 BBY, Zavor was among the members of Alliance High Command who observed the questioning and



recruitment of the criminal Jyn Erso into the Alliance in the Great Temple. Erso later returned to the

temple with information from her father, Imperial scientist Galen Erso, which revealed that the Galactic

Empire was building a superweapon known as the Death Star that was capable of destroying planets.

However, Galen had created a flaw in the weapon that the rebels could exploit if they recovered the plans

for the battle station from the planet Scarif. A meeting was then held to discuss what should be done with

the information, with Jyn and Raddus demanding that the Alliance attack Scarif. Zavor attended the

meeting standing behind General Davits Draven, but the plan of attack ultimately failed to gain

unanimous backing from the Rebel Council. After the meeting disbanded, Jyn led an unauthorized squad

of Alliance forces to Scarif in order to steal the plans.

Scarif and Yavin

When the rebels on Yavin 4 learned of the squad on Scarif, they scrambled their forces to provide

support, with Raddus leading the fleet from the Profundity. Zavor then carried out his liaison duties for

Raddus during the ensuing Battle of Scarif, in which the plans were successfully stolen, but Raddus and

many others rebels were killed. With Raddus gone and the battle over, Zavor managed to establish

contact with Admiral Gial Ackbar and the remaining fleet elements, which General Jan Dodonna reported

to Mothma. However, Ackbar reported that his forces were shorthanded, behind schedule,

underequipped, and in no position to replace Raddus or bolster the rebel fleet. After the plans were

eventually delivered to the Great Temple on Yavin 4, the Death Star itself traveled to the Yavin system in

order to destroy the rebel headquarters there.

Zavor was then present for the Battle of Yavin, in which the Alliance successfully used the plans'

information to destroy the Death Star. The morning after the Alliance victory, an award ceremony was

held in the temple in which Princess Leia Organa presented Medals of Bravery to Luke Skywalker and

Han Solo, pilots who had played key roles in the battle. During the ceremony, Zavor stood upon the stage

behind Organa alongside Dodonna and other members of Alliance High Command. The rebels then

evacuated all personnel from Yavin 4.

Personality and traits

Anj Zavor had light skin, gray hair, and brown eyes.

Equipment

Prior to the Battle of Scarif, Zavor wore a brown shirt with tan pants, a brown belt, and a tan jacket that

was part of traditional Alderaanian military livery. He wore a rank insignia plaque with five red pips on his

jacket. During the awards ceremony, Zavor wore a tan cap, a white neckerchief, a green jacket, green

pants, black shoes, and a black belt. 
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